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     Why listen to me?



1. Babson College - #1 for Entrepreneurship

2. Twin brother that is an expert software engineer

3. First $1M in revenue while junior in college dorm

4. Founded current software company 10 years ago

5. $70M annual revenue with 250+ employees

6. Want to help build tech companies in Alaska



Why Future of Tech in Alaska?



And what does this have to do 
with outdoor recreation?



Over the last 10 years, we have 
seen Seattle change - skyrocketed 
cost of living, decline in sense of 
community, and decreased 
connection to nature. 



Our employees believe we have 
created a great workplace culture, 
but changes in Seattle have made 
that culture increasingly difficult 
to uphold.







We moved to Alaska 2 years ago 
in an effort to explore new ways of 
working with a higher quality of 
life and a regained sense of 
community.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mD5TnqG6cQ


Our story will be part of a larger 
trend of Creative Workers being 
attracted to Alaska and this trend 
driving the future of diversified 
economic growth.



1. Creative workers will fuel future growth
2. Talent interested in relocating for Quality of Life
3. AK can attract the Talent required to fuel growth
4. AK can embrace Tolerance with Work Life Integration
5. Communities in AK are already attracting creative 

workers
6. Fiber is a critical component for growth
7. Ultimately, Tech in AK enables greater recreational 

opportunities



Creative Workers will 
fuel future Growth in AK



The creative class is made up of 40 million workers 
(about 30% of the U.S. workforce). It is comprised of 
two broad sections:

1.  Super-creative Core
2.  Creative Professionals



Super-Creative Core
● ~12 percent of all U.S. jobs
● Wide range of occupations including: science, 

engineering, education, computer programming, 
research, entrepreneurs

● Primary job function of its members is to be creative 
and innovative.



Creative Professionals
● ~18 percent of all U.S. jobs
● These professionals are the classic knowledge-based 

workers
● Includes those working in healthcare, business, finance, 

the legal sector, and education
● They "draw on complex bodies of knowledge to solve 

specific problems" using higher degrees of education



“The creative class is a key driving 
force for economic development 
of post-industrial cities in the 
United States.”



In order to attract these creative workers and build the 
creative class, communities must cultivate the three Ts:

● Talent - a highly talented/educated/skilled 
population

● Tolerance - a diverse community, which has a 'live 
and let live' ethos 

● Technology - the technological infrastructure 
necessary to fuel an entrepreneurial culture



While AK is investing in education for the 
future workforce, this talent alone will not 
allow AK to catch up and develop a 
thriving economy driven by the creative 
class.



Alaska needs to add an accelerate of 
Talent from the outside in order for 
cities in AK to become competitive and 
thrive in this post-industrial era.



the Talent is interested 
in moving North for 

improved Quality of Life









Seattleites Are Worried About Quality Of Life

●

source: Survey of Tech workers in Seattle, 2018, Geeks in the Woods



Seattleites Interested In Going North

source: Survey of Tech workers in Seattle, 2018, Geeks in the Woods



source: Survey of Tech workers in Seattle, 2018, Geeks in the Woods

Tech Workers Open to Working Remotely



Recipe for attracting creative workers to grow 
startup and tech communities in Alaska
1. AK businesses hire creative workers remotely
2. Employees of AK businesses convince remote 

workers to visit 
3. Remote workers fall in love with AK
4. Remote workers relocate to AK for increased 

quality of life
5. These creative transplants train the talent 

developed by AK’s education system.



attracting Talent for
Higher Quality of Life







City Rank Total Food Housing Clothes
Transport-

ation Personal
Entertain-

ment

Austin 1 -10% -30% 2% 9% -20% -26% 6%

Anchorage 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Helsinki 3 2% -10% 5% 25% 16% -57% 10%

Stockholm 4 8% -21% 13% 32% 34% -89% 8%

Seattle 5 9% -11% 24% 10% 17% -22% 2%

San Francisco 6 27% 1% 51% 21% 9% -12% 20%

New York 7 29% -3% 44% 8% 30% 4% 38%

Anchorage 2nd best Cost of Living in Tech Hubs



Home Prices Skyrocketing in Tech Hubs like Seattle



Tax changes make 
Alaska a better place 

to save money



13 Cites Completely Unaffordable For Millennials



Opportunity for AK to Build Cities for Future Talent
Most millennials, aged 22 to 37, are not living the glamorous downtown life that 
is often depicted. Only 13% of millennials in the survey live in or near downtowns 
- the rest live in other city neighborhoods - or in the suburbs.



Attracting talented Millennials to drive growth

● Millennials are moving to new places made just for 
them. They are revitalizing smaller cities or opting for 
hybridized urban-burb enclaves where quality of life is 
the driving force

● Where millennials are choosing to live still have the 
qualities of downtowns - dense housing, transit 
connections, walkability, good food, great bars, and 
proximity to nature and recreation



Alaska can be the perfect place for GenYers too!

● GenYers want to live where it’s easy to have fun with 
friends and family, whether in the suburbs or closer in 

● This is a generation that places a high value on 
work-life integration

● They will switch housing and jobs as frequently as 
necessary to improve their quality of life



embracing Tolerance with
Work Life Integration



"There's no such thing as work-life 
balance. There's work, and there's 
life, and there's no balance."
Sheryl Sandberg



Machine Age Industrial Age Networked Age

Work-life Work and Family 
were two 
independent 
domains

Work started spilling 
into family time and 
was often carried 
home

Workdays span 24 
hours with brief time 
intervals for non-work 
activities

Home issues Traditional roles with 
men working and 
women taking care of 
household 
responsibilities

Dual career couples with 
both men and women 
working & still tending to 
household responsibilities

Dual career couples with 
both men and women 
working & still tending to 
household responsibilities



What is work life integration?



work life integration means: 
blending and bringing 
elements of work and life 
into a unified whole.



it is workplace flexibility 

Scheduling of Hours

Amount of Hours

Location of Work



We believe future great 
companies will embrace more 
flexible ways of working where 
employees are more connected to 
their community and to nature. 



Communities in AK are NOW 
embracing work life integration in an 

effort to attract creative workers.















Fiber Optic Internet is the
foundation for Alaska’s next frontier:

the Technology Frontier



“economic development and job 
creation can fairly be called the ‘killer 
app’ for local fiber networks.”



Washington



California



Alaska





“Fiber is rarely the sole reason for 
a relocation, but it can often be a 
deciding factor.”



https://docs.google.com/file/d/18ngG8LbZgWeDo2RIHRr_8U7UvI7gqS4C/preview


"...in the 21st century, in this age of 
innovation and technology, so much of 
the prosperity that we're striving for, so 
many of the jobs we want to create, 
depend on our digital economy." 
President Barack Obama



Fiber connected at GITW yesterday!



Fiber Important for Startups/Tech because:

● Ability to build, learn and iterate faster
● Quickly deploy software to cloud for testing
● Better collaboration with others: exchanging/sharing large 

files
● Better communication with others via video conferencing 



Fiber Important for Startups/Tech because:

● Increased ability to stay in flow state
● Efficiency to conduct deep research and self-education
● Capacity for multiple engineers to work remotely together
● Required for future of software development  



the Creative Class 
is made up of knowledge workers, 

intellectuals and artists.



the Creative Class 
is a strong economic force enabling 

the transition from traditional 
agriculture/ industry based economies 

to knowledge-based economies.





as Alaska diversifies its economy 
beyond oil and natural resources, 

there will be less demand for these 
natural resources to be 
exploited and exported.



Tech in Alaska will be a driving force 
to protect and preserve these natural 

resources for the most EPIC 
outdoor recreation in the world.


